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November 18, 2021 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZREMINDER TO HIT RECORD!Thank you for joining us todayWe are happy to welcome the Sterling and Wolcott Creek Watershed Stakeholder CommitteeWe’ll get started with our program 



 

    
    

     

  

  

Welcome! 
Reminder of Zoom Controls 

You are not alone! Shows participants in meeting- let us know if 
anyone is missing to include in future discussions. 

Toggle whether your video is on or not. Limiting video can 
optimize performance. 

Toggle whether you are muted or not. Keep yourself muted 
when not speaking. 

Look for links and share questions or comments in the chat 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZBy now most of us are getting accustomed to remote meetings, depending on your computer or tablet configuration you’ll see the controls along the bottom or top of the screen. You can use the chat button to type in comments or questions, or raise your hand (virtual)- to be un-muted 



 

 

     
 

Ice Breaker 

In the Zoom Chat: 

 Please enter your name and affiliation 

 Question: What is your favorite place or thing about 
the Sterling & Wolcott Creeks Watersheds? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZPractice with the Chat and share some of your personal connections to the watershed 



 

Today’s Speakers 

Liz Moran Emily Fell Tony Eallonardo Andrew Brainard 
President Eastern Great Lakes SME/Technical Manager Aquatic Ecologist 

EcoLogic LLC Watershed Coordinator Ramboll Ramboll 
NYSDEC 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZFour members of the project team will present during todays meeting as shown on this slide.  I’m Liz Moran, EcoLogic- part of the Ramboll team. Emily- DEC is leading the NYS agency effort, Ramboll scientists and planners are the prime consultants. Tony Eallonardo and Andrew Brainard from Ramboll are env scientists involved in watershed and water quality management issues. Other experts from DEC and Ramboll will be part of this effort.Despite this graphic, today’s meeting is structured to be interactive- not just talking heads- there are opportunities for discussion and feedback from the WSC membersAs shown in a couple of slides- 



 

    
  

 
   

 
  

  

Project Vision and Purpose 

Integrated Watershed Action Plan (IWAP): 
Create goals, indicators, strategies, and actions at the 
watershed-scale to maintain ecosystem health and 
resilience for families and communities into the future. 

This Meeting: 
Introduce the stakeholder committee to what the plan is 
and listen to participant feedback to help create initial 
goals and targets. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZ



Introduction to Integrated Watershed Action Plans (IWAP) 

Watershed Stakeholder Committee 

Ecosystem Values and Benefits 

Look and Listen Tour 

Discussion and Interactive Feedback 

Closing Remarks and Next Steps 
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Meeting 3 

Agenda 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZ Meeting agendaEmily- what is IWAP and how is it different from other planning and management projects underway in NYBack to me for discussion of how the wsc will contribute their knowledgeTony and Andrew- watersheds 101- and a virtual tour, look and listen- we visit sites and listen to capture local insightsAn interactive exercise using Google Jamboards – another adaptation to the virtual meeting environmentWrap it up by noon Over to Emily Fell



 

  

Introduction to 
Integrated Watershed Action Plan (IWAP) 

Emily Fell (NYSDEC) 

 Project background 

 Great Lakes Action Agenda (GLAA) 

 Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYIntroduce myself I will be going over the project background, the Great Lakes Action Agenda, and defining ecosystem based management (as it will be applied to this project), as well as going over what the Integrated Watershed Action Plan (or IWAP) is, projected outcomes for the project, and plans for integrating existing planning efforts strategically within the project. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYNY’s Great Lakes Action agenda (or GLAA) is an integrated action plan for NY’s Great Lakes basin- recognizing that NY’s Great Lakes spans 40% of the state, and is part of the Great Lakes system which contains 21% of the worlds surface freshwater and provides drinking water for over 30 million people. The Interim GLAA released in 2014 has advanced ambitious goals for water quality, natural resources, sustainability, and resiliency in NY’s Great Lakes, and we are in the process of updating the GLAA with actions that are needed through 2030. Recognizing the challenge of achieving goals at this of a broad scale and to demonstrate how we can collaborate towards achieving shared goals related to the GLAA at a smaller sub watershed scale, GLAA partners within regional sub basin work groups identified priority areas for advancing Ecosystem Based management (in 2017), which included Sterling and Wolcott Creek. From 2017 through 2019, we worked with stakeholders in these watersheds to engage, inspire, and promote actions towards sustaining these ecosystems and their benefits, and have seen efforts to apply an EBM approach within several communities, but found there was a need for additional staff time and expertise to advance these efforts. We have continued to work to demonstrate EBM within these watersheds, and have been able to contract with Ramboll and Ecologic to develop Integrated Watershed Action Plans that will help bring it all together and build on past accomplishments. 



 

  
 

   

    

  

  

 

Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM) 

A systems approach that strives to 
balance the needs of people, 
nature, and the economy through 
science-based decision making 

Ecosystems 

Economy Community 

 Place-based 

 Protection of ecosystem structure, function and 
key processes 

 Interconnectedness within and among systems 

 Integration of ecological, social, economic and 
institutional perspectives 

 Sustainable human uses of the ecosystem 

 Stakeholder involvement & collaboration 

 Scientific foundation for decision-making 

 Adaptive Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYFor the purposes of this planning, implementation, and monitoring process, we will use the DEC developed definition of EBM. DEC has defined EBM as a systems-based approach that strives to balance the needs of people, nature, and the economy through science informed decision making. As John Muir once quoted “when one tugs at a single thing in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the world.” EBM recognizes the interconnectedness between people and ecosystems, and the complexity in managing them, and foster a deeper understanding and appreciation for how we can sustain them into the future, and for In applying EBM we can consider the 8 principles shown to address complex challenges and ask questions in decision making, including whether or not management protects the ecosystem’s structure, function, and key processes, how and if it integrates social, economic, environmental, and institutional perspectives, if the decision promotes sustainable use of the ecosystem, applies science, and managing projects adaptively, including any lessons learned that can be applied to future decision making. You might be asking why we are applying EBM. The 2006 Ocean and Great Lakes Ecosystem Conservation Act (Article 14 of the NYSECL) called for state agencies to “Integrate and coordinate ecosystem-based management within existing laws and programs; and encourage scientific research and information sharing that will inform decisions and enhance management capabilities. EBM works across sectors to sustainably manage economic activities, conflicting uses, species and habitats and the sustainability of land and water resources. EBM allows for consideration of resource tradeoffs that help protect and sustain diverse and productive ecosystems and the services they provide, and engages diverse stakeholders and perspectives to promote long term awareness and action.  Ecosystem-based management is the most holistic of environmental management approaches, and recognizes the full array of interactions within an ecosystem, including humans, rather than considering single issues, species, or ecosystem services in isolation (Christensen et al. 1996, McLeod et al. 2005) 



   

     

   

  

 

Why Sterling & Wolcott Creeks 
Watersheds? 

 Partner Priority Area under Great Lakes Action 

Agenda (GLAA) 

 Diversity of people/stakeholders - opportunity for 

engagement to solve local issues 

 Land use & land cover, geological features, 

settlement patterns 

 Key issues including water quality, reducing 

invasive species, fishing, flooding, and erosion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYThere are 2 questions I’d like to answer, the first being why we are developing the IWAP at the watershed scale in general, and on the Sterling-Wolcott watershed in particular.  Watersheds do not recognize county, town, and village lines as they flow through and across the landscape. They are universal, topographically and geologically defined areas that provide a common basis for the meaningful evaluation and discussion of an areas lands and waters, related uses, and ecological processes. As mentioned previously, the GLAA Southeast sub basin work group had “voted” to focus in on these unique and treasured areas, and as we learned more about these watersheds, we learned more about its value for recreation, local economies, agricultural production, and fish and wildlife habitats that can be sustained through EBM,  and we learned about the people who are stakeholders in the area that can help champion local action, and saw a lot of opportunity to apply EBM to build collaboration, share information, and address local challenges. 



  
 

 

 

 

   

3% 

Watershed Interests – 2018 Stakeholder Survey 
Renewable Energy 

3% 

Resilience 
8% Sustainable Land Use 

Public Engagement 
9% 

Invasive Species 
9% 

Water Quality 
(Agricultural, Waste 

Water, Sewage Water) 
42% 

Fish and Wildlife Habitat 
8% 

EBM 1% 

Climate Change 
Impacts 

6% Capacity 6% Access 5% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILY~ 50 participants – WQ, IS management, fish/wildlife habitat, building resiliency



 
   

  

  
     

    
   

 

   

Integrated Watershed Action Plan 
(IWAP) 

 Improve shared understanding and values of the Sterling & 
Wolcott Creek watersheds and the ecosystem services that 
benefit us all 

 Develop indicators of ecosystem benefits (e.g., water 
quality, recreation, forest health, habitat & connectivity) to track 
progress 

 Identify “best bet” management strategies, actions and 
projects that maintain ecosystem services 

 Increase local community involvement, partnerships, and 
funding opportunities 

NOAA Integrated 
Ecosystem Assessment Process Healthy ecosystems for families and communities into the future! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYTo apply this EBM approach at the Sterling- Wolcott Watershed scale, we are piloting the IWAP. The IWAP is based on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administrations Integrated Ecosystem Assessment (or IEA) Process. We researched approaches across the country, and found that this process has been employed for over a decade to develop science, tools, and collaborations that address complex ecosystem challenges and make progress toward NOAA’s vision of healthy ecosystems, communities and economies. We liked that the IEA was developed by a federal agency and that there were several case studies we could draw on that showed success stories. The IEA process is clear and provides opportunity for stakeholder involvement in a shared experience that will build partnerships within each phase. These phases where stakeholders can share their knowledge and expertise include developing goals and targets based on our shared understanding of the ecosystems function and services, determining indicators based on ecosystem benefits (such as clean water, healthy forests, recreational uses (like swimming and fishing), and floodplains that store and slow down flood waters that can be measured and tracked over time. Information to assess the ecosystem and baseline conditions can be shared, we can all consider and analyze risks as well as uncertainties (including “unknown unknowns” ). We will identify and evaluate strategies that will be effective in the local context, leverage funding and build capacity to implement actions, and draw on the adaptive management process to monitor and evaluate outcomes of our cumulative actions and apply lessons learned to future decision making. The value of these plans and their potential for advancing local goals will be dependent on stakeholders like you, who can help in the many ways described throughout the plans development and beyond its completion. 



    

         

     

         

  

  

  

IWAP - Potential Outcomes & Actions 

 Identify key areas to protect drinking water sources, restore fish & wildlife habitat, forest 

management best practices, implement nature-based flood mitigation, etc. 

 Highlight priority areas for nutrient and sediment best management practices 

 Identify strategies to enhance sustainable outdoor recreational opportunities 

 Restore and revitalize community “waterfronts” 

 Create climate resilient land use planning and zoning recommendations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYI’d be remiss not to recognize all of the great work that is already being done to achieve many of the goals we’ve talked about, and it is not by any means our intention to replace or take away from any of these efforts, but rather to expand on the geographic extent and focus areas to include additional ecological, social, and economic considerations for sustaining ecosystem benefits. The IWAP will build on and promote long term support for the strategies and actions that have been identified through these other plans, and further evaluate our progress through monitoring and tracking indicators of ecosystem services. Existing planning and actions that will be integrated and built off of include the town of Sterling’s Source water protection planning, Local Waterfront Revitalization Plans (including LWRP’s for the towns of Huron and Wolcott, as well as the draft Town of Sterling/Village of Fair Haven LWRP), the Coastal Lake Shore Economy and Resilience Initiative, the Lake Ontario Resiliency and Economic Development Initiative and Total Maximum Daily Load plans for improving water quality in watershed embayments such as Port Bay and Little Sodus Bay. 



  
 

 
 

  
 

 

  
 

 
  

   

  
 

 
Existing and Ongoing 
Planning Efforts Sterling and Wolcott Creek 

Integrated Watershed Action 
Plans 

Community and 
stakeholder 

input 

 Drinking Water Source 
Protection Program (DWSP2) 

 Local Waterfront Revitalization 
Program (LWRP) 

 Coastal Lakeshore Economy and 
Resiliency Initiative (CLEAR) 

 Lake Ontario Resiliency and 
Economic Development Initiative 
(REDI) 

 Total Maximum Daily Loads 
(TMDLs) 

Develop shared goals, indicators, 
strategies, and actions for 

sustaining ecosystem benefits 

Inform and Integrate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILY



  

     

  

= Coastal Area Boundary (NYS DOS) 

= Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) 
- Phosphorus 

= Sterling and Wolcott Creek Watersheds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EMILYAs a picture is worth a thousand words, Ramboll put together this map to show the geographic extent of existing efforts within the watersheds, and to highlight where we can expand on localized efforts to develop a watershed scale action plan. The coastal area boundaries that are covered by the Coastal Lakeshore Economies and Resilience Initiative and the Lake Ontario Resilience and Economic Development Initiative are shown in yellow, and the boundaries for the Total Maximum daily loads for phosphorus are fittingly shown in brown. The Sterling Wolcott watershed boundaries are also fittingly displayed as darker “gray” areas that the IWAP will cover. Some existing planning efforts such as CLEAR and LWRP focus on coastal town boundaries without recognizing the interconnectedness within the watershed that can affect these coastal areas that this plan will further explore, as well as going beyond the CLEAR focus on the issue of resiliency to include additional focus areas within an EBM approach, including the watershed’s processes and functions that are relevant to watershed communities. Source water protection planning focuses on protecting the immediate area around a drinking water well, where this plan further considers the watershed and reducing contaminants to groundwater, and finally, this plan promotes an ecosystem based management approach and encourages stakeholders to consider this approach in decision making- by asking questions about how our decisions today will balance social, economic, and environmental interests and apply science to sustain the ecosystem over the long term, for future generations to enjoy the same benefits we do today. With that, I am happy to answer  any questions you may have at this time about the GLAA, EBM, and the IWAP. If there are no questions (or we need to move on to keep with the schedule- feel free to reach out to ask these questions by email). I’d like to turn it back over to Liz, to talk more about the roles that we all will have, schedule for the next 18 months, and the logistics of how we will get this done. Take it away, Liz. 



  

Watershed Stakeholder Committee 
(WSC) 

Liz Moran (EcoLogic LLC) 

 Roles 

 Schedule 

 Logistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZThanks, EmilyNow that you know more about the IWAP approach and its emphasis on place-based analyses, local knowledge, and best available science we can talk about the WSC



 

 
  

 

   
 

Watershed Stakeholder 
Committee 

 Consists of local experts (personal 
experiences, knowledge of area) 

 Need information about specific areas 

 Members from various backgrounds with 
different specialties 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZWhy the WSC members selected- reflect diversity across the SW watershed- geography, governance, land use, interests (fisheries, drinking water supply, forestry practices), land management practices, growth pressures, etc.The IWAP process is also mindful of the need for robust public engagement, hearing perspectives beyond the WSCAs shown on the next slide (Andrew) we have public workshops planned in addition to the WSC meetings “Sterling and Wolcott Creek Watersheds”



 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expectations and Overall Schedule 
Nov. 2021 

Public Meeting 1 

Q2 2023 

Public Meeting 2 

Q1 2023 WSC Meeting 4 Q1 2022 
WSC Meeting 2 

Q4 2022 
WSC Meeting 3 

Q1 2022 
WSC Meeting 1 

Q1 2023 

Public Meeting 3 – Final IWAP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZWSC Meeting 1 = Discuss goals and targetsWSC Meeting 2 = Review of indicatorsWSC Meeting 3 = Discuss results of ecosystem and risk assessments; multi-criteria project selection frameworkWSC Meeting 4 = Workshop of submitted projectsEmphasize after final IWAP = implementation phase, stakeholder-drivenDefine EBM Goals & Targets = striving for a healthy ecosystem coexisting with human communities and activities Develop Indicators = Understanding that humans are an integral component of the larger ecosystemAnalyze Uncertainty & Risk = Creating solutions using the best available scienceEvaluate Strategies = working collaboratively to implement place-based initiatives to protect/enhance ecosystem services



 

 

   

Ecosystem Values and Benefits 

Andrew Brainard and Tony Eallonardo (Ramboll) 

 How ecosystems support ecological, social, and 
economic well-being 

 Value of watersheds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANDREWMoving into part of the meeting that is interactive, but first …General overview of the values and benefits that ecosystems provide to us … why? To set context for the aim of the IWAP- Chat question about benefits. 



Values and Benefits  
  

 
  

  
 

 

     

Ecosystems provide MANY benefits to us! 

Direct benefits: 
- Fresh water 
- Food (e.g., crops) 
- Raw materials (e.g., timber) 
- Medicinal resources 
- Aesthetics 
- Recreation 
- Scientific discovery 
- Educational value 
- Energy 

Indirect benefits: 
- Habitat formation 
- Climate regulation 
- Nutrient cycling 
- Disturbance regulation (e.g., flood protection) 
- Soil formation / retention 
- Primary production 
- Carbon sequestration 
- Pollination 
- Purification of air 

Types and extent of benefits depend on scale and setting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANDREWHolistic perspective …Types of benefits provided by ecosystems will vary depending on scale (e.g., small area like your backyard) and setting (e.g., wetland versus hardwood forest)Direct = provisioning & culturalIndirect = supporting & regulating
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Watersheds an area or ridge of land that separates waters flowing to different rivers, 
basins, or seas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANDREWWatershed as the “ecosystem unit” for the IWAP Why is this approach beneficial at the watershed-scale?Clearly defined boundaries Many different types of landscapes Encompassing a broad range of users and benefits …   Watersheds integrated all the different human uses and ecosystem benefits derived in the landscape



 Watershed Look and Listen (L&L) Tour 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ANDREWKey message = connected by land/landscape/water waysTours stops laid out, some other observations – purpose to generate discussion, encourage feedback – successfully navigating first part of project relies on feedback on values and concerns. Overall approachBLOW UP map, make boundary more apparent? 



  

Discussion and Interactive Feedback 

Liz Moran (EcoLogic LLC) 

 Google JamBoard 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZ



         
        

Google JamBoard 
Interactive Feedback: 

What priorities and goals would you like us to focus on in 
developing the IWAP for the Sterling & Wolcott Creek 

Watersheds? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZOrganized into themes – with some leading questions on each of the boards. Describe what we hope to receive from JamBoard feedback = values/benefits that stakeholders gain from the watershed, concerns related to those values/benefitsPoint out that we will take the feedback on values/benefits/concerns and translate to ecosystem functions & processes = goalsAnonymous, can see what other members are contributing



  
   

  
 

   
 

    
  

Using Google JamBoard 

How to use JamBoard: 
 Click on the link provided in the Zoom chat: 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1kXRBRkA4B1qC0tY0NL6NGlHARfKrlO
7yzohnOps8a8c/edit?usp=sharing 

 To navigate through the frames, click on the arrows located on the top 
of your screen 

 To comment, click on sticky note icon on the left side of your screen 
 Type your comment, then press save to post your comment on 

the slide 

 JamBoard will remain open for approximately a week after this 
meeting to allow time for comments and feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZAndrew: stop sharing your screenShare screen with JamBoard – how to use with sticky notes

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1kXRBRkA4B1qC0tY0NL6NGlHARfKrlO7yzohnOps8a8c/edit?usp=sharing


 

 

  

   

  
 

Next Steps... 

Google JamBoard 

 Link will be sent in an email following the meeting 

 Comments will be taken until November 26th 

Any additional comments or questions past November 
26th can be sent to SterlingWolcott@ramboll.com 
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Presentation Notes
LIZ

mailto:SterlingWolcott@ramboll.com


  

 

Thank you! 
Final questions or comments? 

SterlingWolcott@ramboll.com 

Emily Fell, NYSDEC 
Emily.Fell@dec.ny.gov 

Tony Eallonardo, Ramboll 
Tony.Eallonardo@ramboll.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JamBoard link to be sent in Email – provide additional feedback 

mailto:SterlingWolcott@ramboll.com
mailto:Emily.Fell@dec.ny.gov
mailto:tony.eallonardo@ramboll.com
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